How To: Check Bladder Tank Integrity with WessView®

⚠️ Has your WessView® bladder tank integrity monitor turned RED? If so, follow the steps below to troubleshoot.

**STEP ONE:** Depress the tank’s air valve. If water comes out, the bladder tank may have failed. Proceed to step two.

If no water comes out, pre-charge your tank. If pre-charge holds, please contact your contractor to request WessView® replacement(s).

⚠️ WessView® can be triggered by highly humid or moist air. When pre-charging, make sure to use dry air or nitrogen.

**STEP TWO:** Isolate your tank and drain off water.

**STEP THREE:** Pre-charge your tank to the required setting (line pressure in supply line).

**STEP FOUR:** Observe if air comes out from the water supply connection. If air is leaking, then the tank may be faulty and may require repair or replacement.

If pre-charge holds and the air side of the tank is empty of water, please contact your contractor to request WessView® replacement(s).

Visit us online at westank.com/wessview for more information